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ABSTRACT 
 Stratified Flames have gained prominence in the 
combustion research applications due to its improved 
stability and lower emission characteristics. In the 
present study, stratified jet flames are studied in a dual 
annular combustor. The static stability and the flame 
macrostructure have been presented and discussed. 
Stratification by making the inner annulus mixture rich 
was found to significantly improve the static stability 
limits. Furthermore, stratification by making the inner 
annulus rich was found to lead to attached flame at 
lower equivalence ratios of 0.22-0.38. Thus, stratification 
is more helpful at lower equivalence ratios. 

Keywords: Stratified flames, static stability, lean blowoff 
limit, dual annular burner   

NONMENCLATURE 

Abbreviations 
LBO Lean Blowoff limit 
SR Stratification Ratio 
Symbols 
A Volume of Air 
F Volume of fuel 
Re Reynolds number 

ϕ Equivalence Ratio 

1. INTRODUCTION
The introduction of compositional inhomogeneity in

the reaction zones through inlets with different 
compositions leads to “Stratified Flames”. Stratified 
flames are considered to be special cases of partially 
premixed flames wherein the fluid streams are within 
flammable limits such that the reaction front propagates 
over a range of equivalence ratios. Studies involving 
laminar stratified flames [1–5] have shown improvement 
of flammability limits and a higher rate of reaction in 
comparison to premixed flames. The improvement is 
attributed to the back-supported burning, wherein the 
radicals and heat from the reaction zone propagate 

towards the mixture ahead of the flame front similar to 
the case of burning happening from stoichiometric to 
lean mixtures. Kang and Kyritsis [6] reported significant 
improvement in flame speed prediction by taking into 
account the history of stratified flame propagation apart 
from local equivalence ratio values and its spatial 
gradient. A similar observation was made by Pasquier et 
al. [7] when experimentally examining flame 
propagation through a lean, turbulent, and stratified 
mixture of propane and air. The flame propagation in the 
turbulent flame was found to improve with stratification. 
Furthermore, in the turbulent flame, the local burning 
velocity can vary depending upon the local composition 
of the mixture and the distribution of mixture 
composition along the flame front.  
Several laboratory scale burners have been designed and 
experimentally examined to study the flame propagation 
and behaviour of stratified turbulent flames. Some of the 
prominent burners that have been extensively studied 
experimentally and numerically are the Oracle burner 
[8], Cambridge slot burner [9], Darmstadt burner [10], 
Cambridge Swirl burner [11], Sydney inhomogeneous 
piloted burner [12], and the BASIS burner [13]. 
Sweeney et al. [9,14] experimentally studied the 
structure of stratified flames with low turbulence. In 
comparison to premixed flames, the stratified flames 
were found to have higher surface density and scalar 
dissipation. However, in another burner at a higher 
turbulence level the surface density, curvature and scalar 
dissipation were found to show negligible dependence 
on stratification [15]. Stratification was found to elevate 
the H2 and CO levels in the flame in comparison to 
premixed cases [11]. Swirl was found to affect the extent 
of preferential transport and enhance the mean 
stratification gradient.  
Han et al.[16] studied the flame macrostructures and 
thermoacoustic instabilities of stratified swirling flames. 
Depending upon the operating conditions they observed 
different flame shapes. They found that the amplitude of 
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flame oscillation was more sensitive to stratification ratio 
than the change in global equivalence ratio. 
Thermoacoustic instabilities arise due to fluctuations in 
flow velocity or mixture compositions and can lead to 
damaged burners.   
Another type of stability called the static stability limit of 
combustors is characterized by their blowout 
tendencies. This stability comes into play at high 
equivalence ratio where flame flashback occurs or at 
extremely low equivalence ratio, where, as the flame 
gets leaner, they can get lifted from their anchoring 
position followed by extinction or direct extinction of 
flames. It helps determine how lean the combustor can 
be operated. Operating combustors under lean 
conditions help lower the emissions while also helping in 
controlling the power output from the combustor. 
Previous experimental studies have focused only on the 
flame structure and the thermoacoustic instabilities. 
Thus, there is a significant gap in understanding the 
effect of stratification on the static stability limits. In this 
regards a dual annular burner was designed and 
manufactured to study stratified flames. In the present 
study non-swirling or jet flames are studied 
experimentally on a dual annular burner. The effect of 
stratification on the flame macro structure and static 
stability is presented and discussed. 

 
2. EXPERIMENTRAL METHADOLOGY 

2.1 Experimental Setup 

A mixture of air and methane is burned in a dual 
annular stratified burner. Air is supplied from a 
compressor; a moisture remover is used to remove the 
water vapor in the compressed air. In addition, Ultra-high 
purity methane of grade N4.5 (99.995%) is supplied from 
a compressed gas cylinder, to be used as fuel. The gases 
are transported to the burner via 12.7 mm diameter 
stainless steel pipes. The pipes are directly connected to 
the plenum of the burner where mixing of air and fuel 
takes place before it travels downstream towards the 
combustion chamber. Figure 1 shows the schematic 
diagram of the experimental setup. The flow of gases is 
regulated using flow controllers manufactured by Alicat 
Inc. The flow controllers were factory calibrated with 
flow accuracies that fall within ±0.8% of the reading and 
±0.2% of the full-scale reading. 
The equivalence ratio (𝜙) is calculated as,  

𝜙 =
(

𝐹
𝐴)

𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙

(
𝐹
𝐴)

𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐

  (1) 

 
The Stratification ratio (SR) is defined as,  

𝑆𝑅 =
𝜙𝑖𝑛

𝜙𝑜𝑢𝑡
 (2) 

Where 𝜙𝑖𝑛 is the equivalence ratio in the inner annulus 
and 𝜙𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the equivalence ratio in the outer annulus. 
In addition to 𝜙𝑖𝑛  and 𝜙𝑜𝑢𝑡  we can also have 𝜙𝑔 , 

called as global equivalence ratio which is calculated 
based on the total air fuel mixture entering the 
combustion chamber. 

 

 
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup 

2.2 Burner Details 

Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the modified 
dual swirl burner used in the present study. The burner 
consists of three concentric tubes (A-C) forming a double 
annular geometry. The outer tube has a diameter of 38.1 
mm and a thickness of 1.5 mm, the middle tube has a 
diameter of 25.7 mm and a thickness of 1.2 mm, while 
the inner most tube has a diameter of 12.7 mm. No flow 
is supplied through the inner most tube and is only 
meant to support the bluff body (D). A ceramic cap is 
used as bluff body (D) to cover the inner most tube and 
provide flame anchoring. The length of the tubes varies, 
but from the top of the no flow plenum (E) the tubes 
extend by an additional 30 cm, towards the combustion 
chamber, which is sufficient length to allow for a fully 
developed flow. 
The flow to the concentric tubes is provided through 4 
plenums, with each annulus being supplied by two of the 
four plenums. Plenum E is used to hold all the plenums 
together to prevent gas leakages. Plenum F supplies 
swirling flow to the outer annulus while Plenum G 
supplies straight flow to the outer annulus. Similarly, 
plenums H and I are used to supply swirl and straight 
flows, respectively, to the inner annulus. In the present 
study only jet flames have been investigated and 
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discussed while the investigation into swirling flows have 
been left for future study. Therefore, all the flow passes 
through straight flow plenums G and I. Flow 
straighteners (M and O) has also been used to straighten 
the flow coming from the straight flow plenums. The 
combustion chamber comprises of a Quartz glass tube to 
enable optical access to the flame. The outer diameter of 
the glass tube was 80 mm while the thickness was 3 mm. 
A circular disc of 20 mm thickness was welded to the 
outer tube of the burner to seat the quartz glass tube and 
confine the flame. 
 

 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the modified dual swirl 
burner 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Static Stability 

In a combustor stable flame can only be sustained 
over a certain range of equivalence ratios [17]. The event 
when the flame extinguishes completely in a combustor 
is called as blowoff. The limit at which flame blowoff 
occurs is also called as the Lean Blowoff limit (LBO). A 
higher LBO generally means a lower equivalence ratio at 
which the flame extinguishes.  

Figure 3 shows the flame stability map for stratified 
jet flames. The power levels are presented as contour 
maps in the background. The study was carried out for 
different Reynolds umber of flow in the inner and outer 
annulus. The Reynolds number in the outer annulus 
(Reout) was varied between 2000 and 10000. The ratio of 
Rein/Reout in all cases was fixed to 2. In our preliminary 

studies we observed that this ratio did not affect the 
static stability limits by much. At a fixed Reout and SR, the 
equivalence ratio was decreased until flame blowoff 
occurs.  

For the completely premixed case, i.e., at SR=1 the 
flame blowoff occurs at global equivalence ratios (𝜙𝑔) 

between 0.49-0.58 for outer Reynolds number between 
2000-10000. The equivalence ratio at which flame 
blowoff occurs (𝜙𝑔,𝑏𝑓) increases with increase in outer 

Reynolds number, i.e., the lean blowoff limit (LBO) 
decreases with increase in Reynolds number (flow 
velocity). This is due to the presence of larger vortices at 
higher flow velocity which lower the vortical 
temperature [18] and the extinction strain rate leading 
to blowoff occurring at higher equivalence ratio [19]. 
Increasing the stratification ratio (SR) beyond 1 (mixture 
in inner annulus is rich) significantly improves the static 
stability of the flame enabling it to continue burning even 
at lower equivalence ratios. In comparison to flames at 
SR=1, at SR=2 the global equivalence ratio at which 
blowoff occurs is reduced by 42.85% for Reout=2000 and 
by 19-23% at higher outer Reynolds number. At SR=3 
further improvement in the LBO can be observed with 
55% reduction in equivalence ratio at which flame 
blowoff occurs for Reout=2000, and between 34-40% for 
Reout between 4000-10000. This significant improvement 
in the LBO can be attributed to the back support 
provided by stratification wherein the heat and radicals 
from the richer burned mixture behind the flame move 
towards the leaner mixtures in the flame. The richer 
burned mixture is located at the center of the flame from 
which the radicals and heat diffuse to the outer regions 
of the flame. It is worth mentioning that the input power, 
i.e., the mass of methane entering the combustor also 
decreases with decrease in equivalence ratio. Thus, 
higher SR can also improve the operating range of the 
combustor, enabling lower fuel consumption when the 
power demand required by the use scenario is reduced. 
 
The improvement in LBO is observed only for SR>1. At 
SR<1 (mixture in outer annulus is rich) the LBO limit 
decreases. Flames with SR<1 blowoff at equivalence 
ratios higher than that at SR=1. In comparison to flames 
at SR=1, the global equivalence ratio at which blowoff 
occurs increases by 2-8% for SR=1/2 and by 3-10% at 
SR=1/3. At SR<1 the stream from the outer annulus is 
richer than the stream from the inner annulus. 
Therefore, the flame propagates from the stoichiometric 
regions in the flame to the rich region which result in 
decrease in burning velocity. Furthermore, this also leads 
to lifted jet flames as the mixture near the burner is not 
sufficiently mixed for burning. 
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Figure 3: Flame stability map for stratified jet flames 
along with contours of input power (Rein/Reout=2) 

The improvement in LBO is observed only for SR>1. At 
SR<1 (mixture in outer annulus is rich) the LBO limit 
decreases. Flames with SR<1 blowoff at equivalence 
ratios higher than that at SR=1. In comparison to flames 
at SR=1, the global equivalence ratio at which blowoff 
occurs increases by 2-8% for SR=1/2 and by 3-10% at 
SR=1/3. At SR<1 the stream from the outer annulus is 
richer than the stream from the inner annulus. 
Therefore, the flame propagates from the stoichiometric 
regions in the flame to the rich region which result in 
decrease in burning velocity. Furthermore, this also leads 
to lifted jet flames as the mixture near the burner is not 
sufficiently mixed for burning. 
Based on the experimental data for the blowoff at 
different Reynolds number and SR, an empirical equation 
was developed to predict the global equivalence ratio at 
which blowoff occurs. The equation is given below, 
 
𝜙(𝑔,𝐿𝐵𝑂) = 𝑎0 − 𝑎1𝑆𝑅 + 𝑎2 𝑙𝑛(𝑅𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑡) + 𝑎3𝑆𝑅 × 𝑙𝑛(𝑅𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑡) (3) 
Where,  
Table 1: Coefficients for the prediction of LBO for 
stratified air combustion using Equ. 3 

𝑎0 𝑎1 𝑎2 𝑎3 
0.366 0.3325 0.0293 0.02738 

 
Using Equ. 3, an average error of 3.4% has been observed 
with a maximum error of 6.3%. If we were to fix the 
power and let the Reynolds number to vary with change 
in global equivalence ratio, similar results observations 
can be made. This is evident from Figure 3, wherein if we 
move along any of the plotted power contour levels, we 
can see that higher SR ratio leads to lower equivalence 
ratio at which blowoff occurs. Furthermore, one can also 
observe that at the same power level, the Reout at which 
blowoff occurs is also increased with increase in SR. 

3.2 Flame Macrostructure 

To examine the effect of SR on the flame macrostructure 
images of the flame were captured using a DSLR camera. 
The Reout, global equivalence ratio was fixed resulting in 
a fixed input power, while the SR was varied between 1/3 
and 3. The Reout was fixed at 6000 while Rein was fixed at 
3000 for all the cases that has been discussed in the 
present section. Figure 4 depicts the captured flame 
structures at different SR for two different global 
equivalence ratios. 
For flames with SR=1, ϕg =0.7, a typical jet flame 

structure can be observed with the addition of two flame 
branches on either side of the bluff body, as highlighted 
by region “A” in Figure 4. These branches occur due to 
the existence of flame in the shear layer between the 
corner recirculation zone and the flow coming from the 
outer annulus. The flame in the branch region goes 
through a cycle of ignition and extinction at a very fast 
rate. That is the flame appears for a fraction of a second 
and then extinguishes. The intensity of the branch flame 
is quite low and is not easily captured with the DSLR 
camera. At lower equivalence ratio of, 𝜙𝑔 =0.6 the 

overall flame intensity is reduced due to the lower fuel 
content in the mixture. The intensity of the branched 
flame is also significantly reduced. 

 

Figure 4: Effect of Stratification Ratio on turbulent air jet 
flames (Reout =6000, Reout//Rein = 2) 

When the SR is increased from 1 to 2 the length of the 
flame branches and its intensity is significantly reduced 
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as highlighted by region “B” in Figure 4. Furthermore, the 
length of the combustion region is also reduced, and the 
flame burns much more intensely near the bluff body. 
Similar flame structure is observed for 𝜙𝑔=0.6, however, 

the length of the combustion zone is greater than that 
for 𝜙𝑔=0.7. Furthermore, a reddish plume of gases can 

be observed in Figure 4 for 𝜙𝑔=0.6 and 0.7. This is due 

to the higher equivalence ratio in the inner annulus 
which could lead to unburnt hydrocarbons in the central 
region of the combustor. 

As the SR is increased to SR=3, there is a significant 
change in flame structure for 𝜙𝑔=0.7. In Figure 4 a very 

weak attached flame can be seen for SR=3 and 𝜙𝑔=0.7. 

The combustion intensity significantly decreases with the 
intense combustion region having a larger area, 
suggesting that the combustion process takes longer 
time due to oxygen deficiency in the central region of the 
combustor. 

The deficiency of oxygen in the central region of the 
combustor arises because of the higher inner 
equivalence ratio of 1.48, which approaches the rich 
flammability limit of stratified methane-air flames. At 
this high equivalence ratio, the flame speed is 
significantly reduced as a result of which the intense 
burning region is moved slightly downstream [1]. For 
𝜙𝑔=0.6 the flame structure at SR=3 is similar to that of 

SR=2, at the same equivalence ratio. The inner 
equivalence ratio in this case was 1.26, as a result, the 
flame at SR=3 and 𝜙𝑔=0.6, was found to be attached to 

the periphery of the bluff body. Thus, stratification is 
much more helpful in improving the flame stability at 
lower equivalence ratio than at higher equivalence ratio. 

At SR=1/2 and 1/3 the flame structure is significantly 
different than those at SR>=1. Figure 4 shows the flames 
at SR<1 to be detached from the bluff body and instead 
very weakly attaches to the periphery of the outer 
annulus. The flame branches observed at SR=1 is now 
dominant in stabilizing the flame and preventing it from 
blowoff, as observed from the highlighted region “C” in 
Figure 4. The flame in the inner annulus is very lean, with 
equivalence ratio lower than the lean flammability limit. 
Thus, the incoming charge needs a premixing zone where 
the flow from inner and outer annulus mix to increase 
the equivalence ratio above the lean flammability limit. 

Although the flame between the corner recirculation 
zone and the flow from the outer annulus stabilizes the 
flame, it can be considered to be a lifted flame since the 
flame is not attached to the bluff body. The flames for 
𝜙𝑔=0.7, 0.6 and SR<1 are similar in structure, with the 

flame at 𝜙𝑔=0.6 and SR<1 having a higher combustion 

length with combustion continuing past the quartz tube. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

The static stability decreases with increase in Reynolds 
number. Even a small degree of stratification, by 
increasing the inner equivalence ratio resulting in SR>1 
can significantly improve the static stability of the 
combustor. On the other hand, SR<1 can result in worse 
static stability limits. A branched flame structure was 
observed when studying the flame macrostructure, due 
to burning region also existing between the corner 
recirculation zone and mixture coming form the outer 
annulus. Stratification was found to be much more 
effective in enabling attached flame at lower equivalence 
ratio. Thus, stratified flames can improve the lean 
operation limit of combustors. 
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